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1. Introduction

Consider a mixed problem

in Ωχ(O, T)

Bu = (bJ^Xy y) \-b2(x, y)— )u(x, y> t) = g(x, y, t)
(1.1) \ V dx ay/

on Sx(0, T)

u(x, y, 0) = uo(x, y)

where S=dΩ is a C°° simple and compact curve in R2 and £,•(#, y) (i=l> 2) are

real-valued C°°-functions defined on S. We assume that (b^x, y)> b2(x, y)) is

not tangential to S, i.e. b^+bzit^O on S> where n(xy y)=(n1(xy y), n2(x, y)) is

the unit outer normal of S at (x> y)^S. The boundary operator B is called

an oblique derivative when

(1.2) b,(x9y)n2(x,y)-b2(x, j φ φ , y ) * 0 on S.

In this paper we consider the mixed problem (1.1) under the condition (1.2).

In recent years mixed problems for hyperbolic equations have been studied

by many authors and the general theory developed (for example S. Agmon

[1], T. Balaban [2], H.O. Kreiss [9], R. Sakamoto [10]). Concerning second

order equations, the problems with the Dirichlet boundary condition and with

the Neumann boundary condition are studied satisfactorily. The author showed

the well-posedness in ZΛsense of the problems with a fairly general first order

derivative boundary condition in [5]. But the problem (1.1) is not contained,

under the condition (1.2), in the results of [1], [2], [5], [7], [9] or [10]. Concerning

the problem (1.1), we showed its ill-posedness in ZΛsense when a domain is
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R\ in [6]. It seems that the ill-posedness is caused mainly by the following
Q2 Q2

two facts: (ϊ) Δ = — + — with the boundary condition Bu=0 on S has no
W dx2 dy2 J

self adjoint realization in L2(Ω). (ii) Π with the boundary operator B does not

satisfy the complementary condition posed by S. Agmon [1], which is called the

uniform Lopatinski condition.1)

Therefore to consider the problem (1.1) it is necessary to treat it in a weaker
topology than the ordinary ZΛsense. J. Chazarain [3] proved the well-posedness
of (1.1) in the space of vector-valued ultra-distributions of t. On the other
hand A. Inoue [8] showed a precise estimate for the solution of (1.1) in the
case where the domain is a half-space and b{ is constant, but it seems to me that
his method is not applicable to non half-space.

In this paper we will show the following:

Theorem 1. For data {uo(x, y), ux{x, y\ f(x, y, t\ g(x, y, t)} satisfying
the compatibility condition of order m-\-N, the mixed problem (1.1) has a solution

u(xyy, t) in e^H^i^nεKH^in^n'-nεr^L2^)) (m=o, 1, 2,...)
where N is an integer determined by B and S. Furthermore (1.1) represents a

propagation phenomenon with a finite velocity, which is majorated by

Now we give the definition of the compatibility condition of order m.

DEFINITION 1.1. Data {u0, a,, /, g} are said to satisfy the compatibility
condition of order m when uo(x, j ) e ί ί m + 2 ( Ω ) , u^x, y)^.HmJr\Π), f(x, y, ί ) e

, T)),g{x,y, t)(ΞHm+1(Sx(0, T)) and

y) = ̂ {x,y,d) onS

for p=0y 1, 2, •••, m> where up(x, y) (p=2y 3, •••, m) are defined successively

by the formula

up{x, y) = Δup_2{x, y)+f^{x, y, 0).

We should like to remark that under the condition (1.2) the mixed problem
(1.1) has a velocity larger than that of the Cauchy problem for • ; this fact is
shown in the appendix. The mixed problems treated in [5] and [7] have the
same velocity as the Cauchy problem, therefore we can say that the above fact
is one of the characteristics of the U ill-posed problems.

1) The Neumann condition does not satisfy the uniform Lopatinski condition, but
the mixed problem with the Neumann boundary condition is well posed in L2-sense since ά
has a self-adjoint realization in L2(Ω).
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To prove Theorem 1 we consider at first the mixed problem for an equation

with variable coefficients in a domain of a half-space. We reduce this problem,

by a Laplace transformation in t> to a boundary value problem with a parameter

s^C+={η+tξ: v>0, ξ&R}. In the treatment we make use of pseudo-differen-

tial operators with a parameter s^C+.

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor H. Tanabe

and Professor H. Kumano-go for their many invaluable suggestions.

2. The case where the domain is a half-space

Let R2+ be a half-space {(x>y)\x>0,y^R}. Consider a hyperbolic operator

Lφ and a boundary operator Bφ such that

= (l-a^^-la^JL-lancp 9

where all the coefficients are real-valued C°°-functions of y and

(2.3) % ) φ θ for all yeR.

We consider in this section the following mixed problem

f Lφu(x, yy t) = f(xy y, t) in R\ x (0, T)

(2.4) \ u(x,y,0) = u,ίx,y)

—(x,y, )-Ul{x,y

When we derive energy estimates of the solution or show the existence of

solution, an essential role is played by an apriori estimate of the boundary value

problem with a parameter s=η-\-iξeC+
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11
V ox oy

2.1. Pseudo-differential operators with a parameter seC+

We denote — by 8, and — — b y Dy.
dy J y i dy y

Let ^(y, ω, ί) be /zX* matrix-valued C~(RxRxC+) function.

means that

holds for all ( j , ω, ί )e i?xi?xC+. For £(y> ω,s)<=Sc+ we define a pseudo-
differential operator 9?(yy Dyy s) by

^ J , ω, s)V(ω)d

for F(^)ecS(i?)2), where

^(ω) = J e-
i^

Lemma
(i) Leti

2.1.

c

ω, ί)e

„ $)<2(y, Z),, J)

,^(3;, Z)^, s)

where SlN{yy ω, s)ζΞS™+m'~N.

(ii) For &(y, ω, ί ) e S ^ + ί^r^ m^ίί 3*(y, ω, ί ) e S ? + ίz/̂ A /Aβί

, Dy, s)V, W) = (V, S\y, Dy, s)W)

holds for all V, W GS(R), and the following expansion

Vy ω,s)+3lN(yy ω,s)

holds where 3?*(y, ω, s) denotes the adjoint matrix of £*(y, ω, s) and !RN{y, ω, s)

(iii) When S(y, ω, ί ) e 5 ^ + , ίA r̂̂  exists a constant C > 0 ίŵ A that

\\&(y,Dy,s)V\\<C\\V\\ for all

2) S(R) is the set of all rapidly decreasing functions defined in R.
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(iv) When , ω, ^ , there exists a constant C > 0 such that

\\2>(y,Dy,s)V\\^£-\\V\\

holds for all V(ΞS(R) and sEίC+.
(v) Let 3>(yy ω, ί ) G S [ + and inf Re

constant C > 0 *mrf it holds that for alls^ C+

exists a

Dy, s)V, V)>c(s)\\V\\2-C\\V\\2.

The proof of this lemma is not given here, because it can be proved without
much difficulties only by using the method of H. Kumano-go, "An algera of
pseudo-differential operators", J. Fac. Sci. Univ. Tokyo 17 (1970), 31-50.

2.2. Apriori estimate of a solution of (2.5)

In this paragraph, the subscript φ of Lφ and Bφ is dropped for the simplicity,
and we denote by || ||,. the norm of the space H*(R%) and by <•>,. that of H*(R).
Hereafter we assume that all the coefficients depend on y in \y\ <rf and that

(2.6) (ί,y=i,2).

We should like to treat the boundary value problem (2.5) in an equivalent
system by putting

V{x,y,s) = Ί(*» y, s)
v2(x, y, s)

dv,

(2.7)

where

(i) 2-V{x, y, s) = 3l(y, Dy, s)V(x, y, s)+P(x, y)

(ii) J£(y, Dy, s) V(x, y, = q(y)

P(χ,y) =
0

.p(*>y).

3i{y, ω, s) = 3ίo(y, ω,

3ίly,ω,s) =

1(y, ω, s)

0

1 2ω 2—2ia 2 2φωs —2ia 1 2 φω—2a 1 2 s

aΛΛ a Λ Λ

and

«„]
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Remark that the eigenvalues of <5H(y, ω, s) (3to{y, ω, s)) coinside with the roots
of the equation L(yy κy iωy s)=0 (L0(yy κy iωy s)=0) in tc.

Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant ηΎ such that if Res^ηiy the equation

in K

L(yy κy iω, s) = 0

has a root κ+ with a positive real part and a root κ_ with a negative real part.

Proof. Remark that for purely imaginary κy L(yy κy iωy s) is never equal to
zero if Re s^ηf for some constant V > 0 . Indeed, there exists a constant c
such that I Re s(yy κy iω) | <c for any root s(yy κy iω) of L(yy κy iωy s)=0 for all

iy* —κ> ω )^R3J therefore the root K is never purely imaginary. On the

other hand

—2L(0, 0, \κ, \s) = 0

has a root with positive real part and a root with negative real part when λ is
sufficiently large. These two facts prove Lemma. Q.E.D.

Let us denote by k+(y, ω, s) (κ_(yy ω, s)) the root with positive real part
(negative real part) of L0(yy κy iωy ί )=0 for Re s>0,3 ) and we have

k±(yy ω, s) = lim —κ±(y y λω, Xs)

κ±(yy λω, Xs) = Xk±(y, ω, s) for λ > 0 .

We have the following lemma from the hyperbolicity of L.

Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant c>0 such that

Re k+(yy ω, s)^c Re s

Re κ_(yy ω, s) < — c Re s

for a

Define k±(y, ω, iξ) by lim k±(yy ω, y+iξ) and set

y-ϊ + o

Γ(yy ω, s) = ^ ( j , κ_(y9 ω, s), iωy

3) L0 = 0 has a root with positive real part and a root with negative real part if ResΦO.
4) Γ(y, ω, s) is called Lopatinski determinant and the uniform Lopatinski condition

means that Γ(y, ω, s)4=0 for all Res>0.
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for Re s>0. Evidently

Γ(y, λω, \s) = λΓ(y, ω, s) for λ>0.

Let us assume

ASSUMPTION I. ana22—a2

12>0 for all y

(l—a22φ
2)>0 for all y

and

sup I <?(JO I < inf Van(y)l(an(y)a22(y)-a12(yY+b(yY) .

L e m m a 2.4. Under Assumption /, T(y, ω, ί) vanishes only for purely

imaginary s.

Since Γ(y> ω, s) can be written explicitly, Lemma is proved by an elementary

calculas.

Hereafter we assume that

b(y)>0 for all y<=R.

Lemma 2.5. There exist two points (ω0, ξ0) on the sphere {(ω, ξ); ω2+ξ2

= 1} such that Γ(0, ω0, iξo)=O. And we have

k+(0, ω0, ί |o)Φ«.(°) ωo> iξo)

Proof. Set k(y)=a11(y)a22(y)-a12(yγ+b(yγ. Γ(0, ω0, ίf,)=0 means that

Λ / δ P | ? = # ( 0 ) ω 0

where ώo=ω0+^>(0)^o. From this it follows that

and by taking account of the definition of κ_(y, ω0, iξ0) and b(0)>0 we get

From the explicit form we have

k+(0, ω0, iξo)—Λ^_(0, ω0, iξQ) = /2όώ0φ0

and

), ω0, iξ0) = -—^=2== = — φ O .

Q.E.D.
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Since Γ(0, ω, s) equals zero at only two points in {(ω, s)\ ω2+\s\2 = l,
Res>0} we have that for some positive constant 0 < ^ 2 < J 1 and %• ( ί = l , 2)

\Γ(0,ω,iξ)\>2y1

on {(ω, ξ); ω2+ξ2=l and </2< | ω - ω o | + \ξ-ξo\ <«*i} and

on{(ω, ξ); ω 2 + | 2 = l and | ω - ω o | + \ξ-ξo\ <</,}.

Let us suppose

ASSUMPTION II. It holds that

(2.8) \k+(yy ωys)-k_(yy ω, s)\

I m(2.9)

for all y^R, s^η+iξ and ω such that
\ξ-ξo\ <dλ and ω

2+ξ2=l} and that

and (ω, |)e{(ω, ζ)\ |ω—ωo | +

(2.10) |Γ(J>, ω,*

for all y^R, s=η+iξ and ω such that O ^ ^ ^ ^ and (ω, ξ)^{(ωy ξ);
d2^\ω—ω0\ + \ξ—ξ0\^d1 and ω

2+ξ2= 1}, where ^2 and γ0 are positive
constants.

Take dz as d2<d3<d1 and set

( ί = l , 2, 3)

where (ω', ξ')=(ω, ξ)l(ω2+ξ2)1/2, and take a real-valued C"-function %0(ω,
such that

%o(ω, f ) =

Operate X0(Dy, ξ) to (i) of (2.7) and we have

(2.11)

Put

^-X0V = 3ίXoV+[Xoydx

= 3ίX0V+P0.

*±{y, ω, ί) =
2/c±(j;, ω, s) ,

then by changing the value of 3i{yy ω, s) in the outside of A^1} we may assume
that
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(2.12) I tc+(y, ω, s)—ίc_(y, ω, s) \

for all (y, ω)ei?2 when ξ is sufficiently large since for ω e Δ ^ (2.12) follows
from (2.8).

Remark that <3l{y, ω, s) can be written as

r 0 i(ω2+ξ2Y/2

Then for a matrix

tJΊ(y, ω, ί) = _ .

we get

ω, [/e+(j>, ω, s) 0

0 κ_(y, ω,
where β( j , ω, s) is an arbtrary function and when a(y, ω, ί) is not zero 37(jy, ω, s)
is a non-singular matrix for large ξ from (2.12). Denote the above diagonal
matrix by JC(y, ω, s). (i) of Lemma 2.1 shows

(2.13) m(y, D,, s)JH(y, D,, s)

= {JC(y, Dy, s)+(dωmoDyJH-dlύJζoDyϋl)om-1(y, Dy, s)}m(y, Dy, s)

= (Jζ(y, Dy, s)+2(y, Dy, s)) m(y, Dy, s)+Si_1(y, Dy, s)

where 2(y, ω, s)(=S°c+ and &_&, ω,ί)εS^. Set 3(y, ω, s)=[to{y, ω, s)]ίJ=U2

and choose a(y, ω, s)eS°c+ as t12(y, ω, s) is zero in Δ^1'. The (1, 2) entry of
ym^Tl'^iy, ω, ί) equals

then we define a(y, ω, s) by

a(y, ω, s) = exp ( Γ ( - ^ - ) ( j , f,

for ω G Δ ^ where ω^=ωoξlξo and we define suitably in the outside of Δ ^ as
a(j, ω, ί)GSf+ and | a(y, ω, ί) | >£0. Then we have

, ωys)(ΞSo

c+

and

(2.14) ί12(y, ω, s) = 0 for
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Put tc_(yy ω, s) = κλ(yy ω, s)+i/c2(yy ω, s).

Let us assume
ASSUMPTION III. There exists a real-valued C°°-function ψ(yy ω,

satisfying

(215) dκ2dyjr_dκ2dy}r __ Q

9y 8ω 9ω 83;

(2.16) Ψ θ , ω , ί ) = |f I for

(2.17) ψ (y, ω, J) = 0 for

Set

<3){yyDyys)=y 0 - ( ^ ( ^ D ^ O + a ) * ^ ^ / ) „ * ) +α).

where α is a positive constant such that ||(ψ +α)«;| |>| |tt; | | for all
and β is a positive constant which will be determined later.

Operate Jl(y, Dy1 s) to the both sides of (2.11) and we have from (2.13)

A_jιxov= jcmxov+amxov+sί

dx

Set W(x, y, s)=m(y, Dy, s)X0(Dy9 ξ)V(xy yy s).

2 Re {®{yy Dyy s)W(xy yy s)y -(R

) 3W)
ox

= i+π+iπ.

I = 2 Re βI ζ I {^(Λ;, y, *), -!-«>,(*, y,
V dx

- 2

2<«Ί(0, y, s)y-<(ψ(y, Dy, s)+α)w2(0, y, s)y

II = β I ξ 122 Re (»,(*, j , ί), «+(y, D,, s^x, y, *))

+2 Re((^+a)*(^+a)a)2(x, j , ί), (-«_)(% ^» *
= β\ ξ 122 Re (»,(*, j , *), «+(j, Z>y, *)»!(*, j , s))

+2 Re ( ( ψ + a K ( ^ J. *), (-«-)(j, β,, *)(ψ + «
+ 2 Re ((ψ +a)w2(x, j , s), [κ_, ψ]w2(x, y, s))

by using (v) of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3

K ( * , y , s)\\*+\\Ur+α)w2(x,y, s)\\*}

+2 Re ((yjr+α)w2(x, y, s), [κ_, ψ]w2(x, y, $)).
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I III I = i3|?IΊK ^A+ί
| ( W l , t12(y, Dys)w2)\.

From (2.14), we have for any integer iV

\\t(yDs)«\\<

Therefore we get

Now let us estimate 2 Re ((ψ+a)w2, [/c_, ψ]w2). Put

κ_(y, ω, s) = tc^y, ω, s)+iκ2(y, ω, s)+(κ_ — k_)(yi ω, s) ,

evidently κ_ — k_^S%+ and by an elementary calculas ^(jy, ω, s) can be re-
presented as

Ki(y> ω, s) = i7ic3(jy, ω, J ) , A: 3 (J, ω, ί ) G S ° c +

in Δ^.

Thus we have

HfcOs fl^, ,)+(Λ_-A_)(y, Z),, ί), ψ(y, Dx, s)]w2\\^CV\\w2\\.

And

by taking account of (2.15)

= Ά^y,D,,s)

where <R0(y, ω, j )εSc+ Thus we get

α)w1ll IK
On the other hand

We get

(^-CX/SlfΠlw.ll'+IKψ+
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Remark that

since

= \\m-\y, Dy, s)Jl{y, Dy, s)X0V+(oτder -

and the left-hand side is evident.
Thus it holds that, if we take a sufficiently large,

(2.18)

(O, y, ί)> 2-<(^+a)w 2(0, y,

for
Next we estimate the boundary term. Operate X0(Dy, ξ) to (ii) of (2.7)

and we have

, Dy, s)X0(Dy, ζ)V(0, y, s) = [£, %0]F(0, y, s)+Xoq.

, Dy, s) = {$om-ι){y, Dy, s)-m(y, Dy, *)+&_&, Dy, s)

where ^_α(y, ω, ί)e5^J. Then

(2.19) b,{y, Dy, ίJa^O, y, s)+b2(y, Dy, s)w2(0, y, s)

= g.xrφ, y, *)+[&, xo]V(0, y, s)+xo(Dy, S)q(y)

where b((y, ω, J ) 6 S ° C + ( t = l , 2) and

b2(y, ω, s) = -i(co2+ξ2y1/2Γ(y, co, s).

We have |Γ(,y, ω, s)\^cη from Lemma 2.3, and from (2.10) \b2(y, ω, s)\
when

<ζb2(y, Dy, s)w2(0, y, s)y

, y, s)>-C<w2(0, y, «)>

, Dy, s)b2(y, Dy, s)w2(0, y, ί)>

, Dy, s)ψw2φ, y, φ-C<«> 2(0, y, *)>

> D» *K(o, y, s)y-c{\s\-χψ(y, D, s)w2(o,y, sy>

+<w2(0, y, *)>} .

Then we get
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cη<w2(0, y, j)>+%<^α>2(0, y, ί)>-C<κ>2(0, y,

<C\ξ\<b2(y,Dy,s)w2(O,y,s)y

<C\ξ\ζb^y, Dy, ^ ( 0 , y, s

<c
By choosing β sufficiently large, it holds that

(2.20) β\ξ\χUl{0,y, s)γ-ζ(ψ+

>\ξ\2<>.(0, y, s)y+ζ(ψ+a)w2(0, y,

here we used the estimate <^_ 1 % 0 F><—<% 0 F> and <X0F><C<JF> holds

when \s\ >\so\.

Therefore by combining the estimates (2.18) and (2.20), we have

Proposition 2.6. Under Assumptions I, II and III, the estimate

(2.21) v\\(Ψ(y, Dy, s)+a)X0(Dy, ξ)V(x, y, s)

+<(ψ(y, Dy, s)+a)X0(Dy, ξ)V(0, y,

<C{\\sp(x,y)\\*+\\s[X0, <3QV(x,y, sψ

, y> Φ2)

holds for all s=η-\-iξ such that ^ 3 < ^ < ^ 2 | ξ | .

Next let us consider Assumptions.

Proposition 2.7. Assumptions II and III are satisfied when the variation of
the coefficients and d are sufficiently small.

Proof. It is evident that Assumption II is satisfied when the variation of
the coefficients is so small. Then let us consider Assumption III.

The equation (2.15) (as ψ is unknown) in y and ω is hyperbolic, and
d/c

since —?Φθ there exists a unique global solution when yjr(θ> ω, s) is given.
3ω

Take d4y d5 as d2<d4<d5<d3 and define Δ^4) and Δ^5) as the other Δ(

ξ°. Let

Ψo(ω> ζ) be a real-valued C~-function such that

\|ro(λω, Xξ) = λi/ro(ω, ξ) for any λ > 0 .

We take as ψ(y, ω, s) the solution of (2.15) for the initial condition ψ(0, ω, s)
= v|ro(ω, ξ). Remarke that ψ(yy ω, s) is determined for all (y, ω, s)ei?XRX C+,
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and C~(Rx.RxC+). To show (2.16) and (2.17), we make use of the bic-
haracteristic curve of the equation (2.15). Consider a curve in (y, ω)-space with
a parameter s defined by

p(y(l), ω(Z). s) y(0)=0
dω

dl 9̂
(— oo</<oo).

Let ω^Af} and suppose that ω(/)eΔ^υ for /e[—/0, /0], then (2.9) shows

Let ^<Z)>γ 2then we have y(l)-y(Γ)>72(l-Γ) for - / 0 < / '
dy(l)that

dl
<I</0. On the other hand, (9ye2)(y(l), ω(/), ί ) Φ θ only when |y(l)\ <rf.
Therefore we may assume that — (/)=0 if /φ[/j, /2], where [l19 /2] is an interval

dl
0/1

such that /2—/j<—. From this it follows that an estimate

,2d

V2

holds for any /, /'e[—/0, /J. Therefore when rf is so amall as

ω(0)φΔ[4) leads ω(/)$Δ[2) for all /(EΞ.R and if ω(0)EΔ[ 5 ) we get ω(/)€ΞΔf for all
/ei?. Thus (2.16) and (2.17) follow immediately from the above fact with the
aid of

(2.22) ψ(y(Γ>, ω(l), s) = γ(ω(0), ξ) for all /.

The relation (2.22) shows that y}r(yy ω, s)=ψ(dJ ω, s) for all y>d or ψ(y, ω, s)
= ψ( — dy ω, ί) for all y<—d. Evidently -ψ(y> λω, \s)=\ψ(y, ω, ί) for λ > 0 .
Then by taking account of (2.16) and (2.17), ψ(y> ω, s)^ Sς is derived. Q.E.D.

Next consider a neighborhood of (ωly sj such that G>i+ | ί 1 | 2 =l and
L0(0, /c, ώj, st)=0 has a purely imaginary double root, which occures when
(tω-{-φ(0)s)2=s2. Assumption I leads that s1=iξ1. Remark that

(2.23) Γ(0, ωl9 s,) = ibω

We construct 2 x 2 matrix-valued C°°-function β)(y> ω\ s')9 defined for
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( i ξ ) ; ω2+ξ2=l, 0<>7<>72and \ω-ω1\ + I f - f J <rfj
=Rχ U where d6 is some positive constant, with the following properties:

( i ) £)(y, ω', s') is symmetric
(ii) 2Rzφ(y, ω', s')JKo(y9 ω', s')>V'=Res'
(iii) Ά[y, ω', s')V=q implies that $(yf ω', s')V-V> \ V\2-C\q\2.
This method is completely due to Kreiss [9]. When 3){yy ω', sf) with the

above properties is constructed we can prove the following

Proposition 2.8. There exist positive constants ηA and C such that

(2.24) vWUPy, ξ)V(x, y, sW+ζ&φ,, ξ)V(0, y, s)>*

holds for all s=η+iξ such that 174<'7<'72 | | |, where Xx{ω, ξ) is a C"'-function
such that Xi(λω, \ξ)=Xι(ω, ξ) for λ > 0 and

( 1 when \ωf-ω1\ + \ξ'-ξ1\<d6-ε
lV ' S ; 1 0 when \ω'-ω1\ + \ξ'-ξ1\>d6

where £>0.

Proof. Take S>,{y, ω, s)^S°c+ such that ΦJ^y, ω, s) = 3){y, ω', s') when
(ω\ J ' ) E ί/, and symmetric in R2xC+. Operate X^Dy, s) to the both sides of
(i) of (2.7) and we have

ox

= JHX.V+P,.

Put V,{x, y, s)=X1(Dy, s)V(x, y, s), then

(y, Dy, s)Vu - £ ^ . ) + 2 Re^F,, 3iV)

= I+II.

I = 2 Re <&t(y, Dy, s)V1(01 y, s), ¥,(0, y, *)>

+ 2 R e ( ( ^ ( j , Dy, si-a^y, D,, s)*)^,

> 2 Re <&&, Dy, s) ¥,(0, y, s), ^(0, y, *)>

here we used 3)λ{y, ω, s)—3%(y, ω, ί ) e 5 5 ' since Φ^y, ω, s) is symmetric.
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from Lemma 2.2

= ((2 Re Φ.JH^y, Dy, s)Vu VJ+i&oVu F,)

where 5io(y, ω, s)e.S°c+, then

Thus we get

(2.25) '? | |F 1 | | 2+2 Re ^ ( y, D,, ̂ ( O , y, *), Ft(0, j ,

< C(|IFJ|2+1|Λ|I2).

On the other hand ^Vi=X1q+[^, XJF, and from the property (iii) we have

2 Re ζWJiy, Dy, s)V^, y, s), F^O, y, f)>

Inserting this estimate into (2.25) we have (2.24). Q.E.D.

Now let us construct 3){yy ω', s') with the properties (i)~(iii). Put

Γ2ί*0+l 21

and

3ί{y, ω, s) = cUΌ^ί(yy ω, sffiό1.

Then

^ ( 0 , ω1( ifOΊΛ"1 = Γ° ' I
LO «0J

Let

lim u^Jn°(yy ω, y-\-iξ) = Si{yy ω, f) = \hij{y\ ω,

It is easily seen that

fli.(0)Aa(0, ω,, f,) = ( ̂  )(0, *„ iω,, if,) .

Remark that the regularly hyperbolicity of L with respect to t assures
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\ L 0 ( y 9 κ> iω, s ) \ ^

for all K purely imaginary. Then from

L 0 (0, κ09 iω19 V+iξi)

it follows

which shows

511

= L0(0, κ09 iω19 iξJ + v^iO, κ09 iω19 iξ1

OS

^ 5 ( 0 , κ0, iωlt

\ha(09ω19ξ1)\>2c.

Now we pose
ASSUMPTION IV. \hΆ(y9ω9ξ)\^c for all

+ \ζ—fil ^^7» co2-\-ξ2=l} where c and dΊ are positive constants.

(2.26)

0 K,

, ω, ξ) = — , ωr, Π - ^ o ( 0 , ωly iξ,)}

where

Notice that all the entries of £(y, ω', ξf) are real-valued and

(2.27) 16(y9 ω\ ζ') \ < C{ \ ωf-ωx I + I r - f x I + variation of

coefficients of Lo} .

Lemma 2.9. T/ze matirx

(C a 0'

0 0
o 1 1 . Γ^ *
0 0

is symmetric if all entries are real, l + e 2 Φ θ and

a = k1e1_ + kιe1

Of course α = 0 ( Σ \e{\) when Σ | e{ \ ->0.

Let us put
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', ω', s')-tη'&

where a(y, ω', s') is determined by Lemma 2.9 from £{y, ω'y s
f) and ^ ( / = 1 , 2)

and /are constants which will be determined later.

= rf{2 Re (2£o+iZ)Oc#)+O(i/+ 16\)} .

Since

=\

we can make Re(2 Γ U >

o +^) O c^)>l by choosing as kjt21^2 (from Assumption
IV) and/sufficiently large. Then when \S\ is not so large we get

2 Re ω'

for 0<?7 / <^ 5 . \Q\ becomes small according to d6 and the variation of coeffici-
ents. Put

then it satisfies (i) and (ii).

(2.28) {Φ{y, ω', s')V, V) = φ{y, ω', s') Ϋ, V)

>2 Re{K ϋ2, ΰJ+kJίΰ,, v2)-0(16\ +v')I V\\

where V=(ΰιt ϋ^VoV,

, ω', s') = ̂ ( j , ω', /)t) x +6 2 ( j , ω', s')ϋ2

then 6,(0, ωί, ίί)=Γ(0, ω{, ίQ. From (2.23) when d6 and the variation of the
coefficients are not so large | T(y, ω, s') \ >c, this implies that

< C | f ) 2 | 2 + i ? | 2

Inserting this into (2.28) we have

{Φ{y,ω\s)V,V)>\VV-C\qV

>C\V\2-C\q\*

by choosing f^ large. Thus (iii) is proved.
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Now, remark that Assumption IV is satisfied when the variation of the
coefficients and d7 are sufficiently small.

The number of the points (ω0, ξ0) considered in Proposition 2.6 are two
and the number of the points (ωx, ξ^j considered in Proposition 2.8 are four.
Let us denote by %(ω, ξ) the sum of XQ(ω, ξ) and X^ω, ξ) of all the points
(ω0, ξ0) and (ωn ξj. Then it is easy to get the estimate of the type of (2.24) for
X2(Dyi ξ)V(x, y, s)=(l — X(Dyy ξ))V{x, y, s). Indeed, we can use the method of
Proposition 2.6 by taking

[ K (v, ω\ s*) —i

κ+(y, ω', i') -i

and

Remark that it holds that

2

ί=0

and

,, ξ)+a)xoy+

Then we have

Theorem 2.10. When the variation of the coefficients and d are sufficiently

small, there exist positive constants Co and η0 such that for any solution v(x, y) of

(2.5) in H2(R2

+), the estimate

(2.29) v{\\v(χ, ^ 2

holds when Re s= o

Proof. (2.29) is derived for s such that ^o^^^^olfl by combining
Propositions 2.6 and 2.8 and the above remarks. On the other hand when
V>co\ξ\, (2.29) is already known in the general theory of boundary value
problems for elliptic equations. Q.E.D.

Corollary of Theorem 2.10.
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(2.30) , g Ws'vix, y)\\u <co{\\s2P(χ, yW+<s2q(y)>2+<q(y)>2

/2}

holds when Re .

Proof. Recall an apriori estimate concerning an elliptic boundary value
problem

<y, Dχy Dy)u(xy y) = (anDl+2a12DxDy+a22Dl)u(x, y)

= f(x,y) inR%

^)u(x, y) \ x=0 = g(y),

namely for some positive constant C

(2.31) Mχ,y)\

Apply it for

I a2v = p—saxv-\-s2v

(a JLi_(α +b) —
V ndx 12 dy

and we have

From (2.29) we have

insert this into the above, (2.30) follows. Q.E.D.

Let us denote by £φ(s) the operator from H\Rl) into L\R\)xH1/2(R)
defined by

Xφ(s)u = {Lφ(s)uf Bφ(s)u\x=0} .

T h e o r e m 2.11. Xφ(s) is a bijective mapping when Re s > η0 and

J^φ(ή~1{f(Xy y, s), g{y, s)} is H2(R%) valued homolorphic function when f and g are

vector valued holomorphίc function in L2(R%) and H1/2(R) respectively.

Proof. L$(s) the formal adjoint of Lφ(s) has the principal part

Then for a boundary operator B with the principal part

Bo(y, - 9 , , -dy, s)

we have for all u,
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(Lφ(s)u, v)-(u, L*(s)v) = \ (B(s)uv+uB(s)v)dy.

Since the apriori estimate for L*(s), B(s) of the type (2.30) holds for
we see that Xφ{s) is a bijective mapping. The last part of Theorem is easily
proved with the aid of (2.30).

2.3. Energy estimate

Hereafter, in this section, we assume that the operators (2.1) and (2.2)

satisfy Assumptions I~IV posed in the previous paragraph.

Proposition 2.12. For a solution u(x, y, t)<=£°t(H3(R2

+))f}£](H2((Rl))n
ε2(H\R2

+))Pίe3

e(L2(Rl)) o/(2.4), the energy estimate holds:

(2.32) ['i\\u(xyy, ήWl+Wu'ix, t,

K*, y, 0)\\l+\\u'(xyy, 0)||f+||/(x, y, 0)||!

^ ^ t)\\2+<g'(y> Φ2)dt] for ίG[0, T]

where Cτ depends on Lφ, Bφ and T and is independent of u.

Proof. At first assume that u(x, y, 0)=u'(x, y, 0)=0, f(x, y, 0)=0 and

g(y} 0)=0. Take a function %(ί)eC~(i?) such that

/x f 1 t<T
w ( 0 t>T+8 (δ>0).

Then

(2.33) LφX{t)u{x, y, t) = X{t)f{x, y, t)-[Lφ, X]u

(2.34) BφX(t)u(x, y, t) = X(t)g(y, t)- [Bφ, X]u .

Put X(t)u(x, y, t)=v(x, y, t) and the right-hand side of (2.33) and (2.34) as /„
and £0 respectively. Evidently v and /0 are in L2(R+, L\R\)) and g0 is in
L\R+, L%R)). Define/,<*, y, t) (i=\, 2) by

fι(χ, y,t)= { dt

1 0 for t>t0

fix, y, t) = ^(x, y, ί)-/i(*. t, y),
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and gi (i= 1, 2) by the same way. Laplace transformation with respect to ΐ gives

Lφ(y, dx, dy) s)ϋ(x, y, s) = fo(xy yy s)

Bφ{y, dχy dyy s)ϋ(x, yy s) \ x=0 = go(y, s)

where v, f0 and £0 are the Laplace image of υ,f0 and ^0 respectively. Then for

and

/o(^> y> s) =

go(y, s) =

s

- (

Put

x, y, s) = ±-
s

χUx, y, *), g,(y, s))

and they are holomorphic in Re s^ηQy moreover

holds since \\f2(x, y, s)\\ < Ce'*^' and <g2(y, ί)> <C^- f o R e S . Therefore
v2{x> yy i) the inverse image of ϋ2(x, y, s) has the support in[ί 0 , oo), then
u(x, y, t)=v1(xf y, t) for t^[0, t0). The ParsevaΓs equality shows

ί(*, * t)W)dt

i(*,y, v+iξ)W)dξ

- Γ
V J-o

-

thus (2.32) holds by taking Cτ=Ce2ητ.
Next let us prove the general case. Take w(x, y, t) e G°t(H3(Rl))f]

β}(H\Rl)) Π ε%H\R\)) n (??(L2(i?2

+)) as

L^w = f(x9 y, 0) in Λ^ χ (0 >

W(Λ?, J , 0) = u(x9 yy 0) in R%

~(xyyy0) = uf(xyyy0 inR%
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then v(x, y, t)=u(xy y> ΐ)—w(xy y, i) satisfies the condition assumed in the first.

Applying the just obtained result we have

\\\\u(x9y9 t)-φ,y, t)\\l+\\u'(x,y9 t)-w'(xyy, t)\\2)dt
Jo

<Cτ\\\\f(x,y, t)\n<g'(y, t)+(Bw)'(0,y, φ*)dt.
Jo

Remark that

\\u>(χ,y,t)\\l+\\w'(x,y,t)\\2

<Cτ(\\u(x, y, 0)1 |i+11«'(«, y, 0)||2+||/(^, y, 0)||2),

and

<Bw'(y, φ^Cτ{\\u(x,y, 0)\\l+\\u'(x,y, 0)||M-||/(*,;y, 0)||?},

which inserting into the above, (2.32) follows. Q.E.D.

Define \\\u(x, y, t)\\\κK*+ and <g(y, i)>*.« (A=l, 1, 2, •••) by

\\u(χ,y, 0lllln =
k

, =o

respectively.,

Theorem 2.13. For a solution u(x, y, f)^ε%Hm+\R\))^e){Hm+\Rl))
. fl βT\{L\R\)) the energy estimate

(2.35)

for all ί e [ 0 , T]

holds for m—\y 2, 3, •••.

Proof. The (m— l)-times differentiation in t the both sides of (2.4) gives

It follows from Proposition 2.12 that
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Wu^-'Xx,y, t)\\\ldt

<Cτ{||tt<—>(*,:y, 0) | | i+| |« w (*, * 0)111+||/^-13(x, y,

+ \\\\f™(χ, y, t)\\2+<gίm\y> *)>*)*}.

With the aid of (2.31) we get an estimate

(2.36) \\\u(x,y, O I I I U C J I I I B " - 1 ' ^ , t)\\\\+\\\f{x,y, ί)|| |

from L.μi—f, Bφu \ x^=g. Then (2.35) is derived by inserting the above estimate

and by using

Q.E.D.

2.4. Existence and regularity of the solution

Theorem 2.14. For given data u0, uιyfandg, if they satisfy the compatibility

condition of order m-\-2, there exists a solution u(x, y, t) of (2.3) uniquely in

Hm+\R\x{0, T)).

Proof. Consider at first the case of m=0. Assume that ua(x, y)=u1(x, y)

= 0 , /(*, y, 0)=/' (*, y, 0)=0 and g{y, 0)=g' (y, 0)=0. Put

ΰ(x, y, s) = ±X;\s)(f"(x, y, s), g"(y, ,)).

Then Corollary of Theorem 2.10 shows

M*>y> s)\\l+\\sΰ(x, y, s)\\l+\\s*U(x, y, s)\\°

<-(\\f"(χ,y,s)\\2+<£!"(y,s)>*).
V

Of couse ϋ(x, y, s) is holomorphic in Res^η0. The inverse Laplace image
u(x, y, t) of u(xy y, s) exists as L2(i?+)-valued distribution and from the above
estimate e'ηtu(x, y> t)<=H2(R%xR) and u(x, y, t)=0 for t<0. Evidently

Lφu=f in Rlx(0, oo)

BφuIx=0 = g(y>t) in

This means that u(x, y, t)<=H2(R2

+χ(Q, T)) is the desired solution of (2.4).
Next let us consider the case of non zero initial data. Take a function
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f
v(xy yy t) = uo(xy y)+tu1{xi y)+—u2(xy y),

then

(f-Lφv)(x, y, 0) = ^(f-Lφv)(x, y, 0) = 0

(g-Bφv)(y, 0) = ξt(g-Lrv)(y, 0) = 0

follow from the compatibility condition of order 2. The just obtained result
shows the existence of w(xy y, t)<=H2(R%x(0y T)) satisfying

Lφ[w]=f-Lφ[v]

Bφ[w]=g-Bφ[v]

Then u(xy yy t)=w(xy y, t)+v(xy y, t) is the required solution.
Now we prove Theorem for m^ 1. Set

u(x, y, t) = uo(x, y)+tu1(x, y)-\ h ( m

-1

•»o (m— 1) !

where wm{xy yy i)<=H2{R\ x (0, T)) is the solution of

«U*, yy °) = uΛχ> y)

w'm(x> y> 0) = um+1(x, y)y

whose existence is assured by the result for m=0 since um(xy y)y um+1(xy y)y

fQtn\xy yy t) and g Qm\xy t) satisfy the compatibility condition of order 2. It is
easy to see that u(xy yy i) is a solution of (2.3) for uoy ulyf and g. Now we get
u(xy yy t) G Hm+2(RlX (0, T)) from tt^(*, y, ί) = wm(xy y, t) e #2(Λ2

+ X (0, Γ))
with the aid of (2.36). Q.E.D.

2.5. Finiteness of the propagation speed

Lemma 2.15. Let u(x, yy t)^ε%H\Rl))[\ε%H\R\))^ε%L\Rl)) be a
solution of (2.4). //

f(x, yy t) = 0 for x+Όφt^S, xy

ή = 0 for V
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then u(x> y> t)=0 for x-\-vφt^δ, where vφ denotes the maximam propagation speed

of the Cauchy problem for the hyperbolic operator Lφ.

Proof. Let v(x, yy t) be the solution of the Cauchy problem Lφu=f for the
initial data {uo{x> y)> uj^x, y)}y here #,(#, y) is extend to x<0 by 0. The finiteness
of propagation speed shows that v(x,y, t)=0 when x-\-vφt^8y />0, therefore
v(xyy, t) satisfies (2.4) when vφt*ζS. By applying (2.32) for u(x, u, t)—v(x,y, i)
we have u(x, y> t)=v(x> y, t) for 0 < ^ φ ί < δ , this proves Lemma. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.16. Let u(x,y, t)^ε%H\R%)) Π8)(H\R\)) Π82

t{L\Rl)) be a
solution of (2.4) and U be a neighborhood of t=y=0 in {(jy, t): y^R, t>0}. If

f(x, y,t) = 0 for (*,y, t)(ΞR+X U

g(y,t) = 0 for (y,t)(ΞU

uo(x, y) = i φ , y) = 0 for (x, y)^R+x{U Π (ί=0)},

then there exists a neighborhood Uo of y=t=0 in {(y, t); y€zR, ί>0} such that
u(xy y9 t)=0 in R+X Uo.

Proof. Consider the Folmgren transformation in (y, t) space

f' = t+y2

y' =y.

Define u(x, yr, tf) by u(x, y, t-\-y2)=u(x, y, t) for t'— y'2>0 and equals zero for
t'—jy/2<0. f and g are defined by the same way. From the condition posed
on u0, u, we have ΰ(x,y', t') e £?(#*(**)) n ^ K ^ W N n ε%L\R\)) when
ί '<δ 0 for some constant δo>O and ΰ(x, y', 0) — ΰ'(x,y', 0) = 0. Evidently
f(x, y', t')=0 and g(y', t')=0 when ί'<δ0. And it holds that

1 Bφΰ\x^ = g in Λx(0,δ.),

where

L—iovfp-^— 2a22φ(—+2y'—)—
ί'2 12^9x9ί' 22^V9ί' "̂  8y'/8ί'400

K = ^ ( Λ i

5) Zφo and 5 ^ 0 are not of the form (2.1) and (2.1), but Theorem 2.10 (therefore
Theorem 2.13) holds for any operators which are of the form (2.1) and (2.1) at y=0 and
whose variation of the coefficients and d are so small.
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By changing the values of coefficients of Lφ and Bφ in {y'; \y'\ > δ j and by
taking 81 sufficiently small, we can assume Lφ and Bφ satisfy Assumptions
I~IV. And we see that Lφu=0 and Bφu=0 for 0 < ί ' <δ x by taking account of
the fact u(x, y', t')=0 when y'2—1'>0. Apply the energy estimate (2.32) for
(2.37) and we get ϋ(x, y\ tf)=0 for t' <δ x . This shows that u(xy y, f)=0 when

Q.E.D.

The above lemma derives that the propagation speed of the tangential
direction of (2.3) for φ=0 is majorated by

sup \/{a11{y)a22{y)-a12{y)2+b(y)}2jaλl{y)

with the aid of the sweeping out method of F. John. Thus we get

Proposition 2.17. The propagation speed of (2.4) for φ=0 is majorated by

sup V{a11(y)a22(y)-a12(yY+b(yY}la11(y)

in the tangential direction and

sup V{an(y)a22(y)-a12(y)2} I an(y)

in the normal direction.

3. Proof of main theorem

Let so=(xo, y0) e*S and the outer unit normal of S at sobt (—1,0). Consider
a transformation M

y = y-y9

where x= μ(y) represents an equation of S near ί0. M maps a neigborhood of s0

in Ω into i?+. Then (1.1) is transformed by M into the equations

(3.2)
= gs

where

^ ( i - V ϋ O ^ + ̂ f t - order)
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Since μ'(0)=0 by defining suitably the coefficients in {y'\ i y | > δ } and by
choosing δ sufficiently small we can assume that Lcμ) and 5 C W satisfy Assump-
tions I ^ I V of the previous section. The finiteness of the propagation speed of
(2.4) derives the finiteness of the propagation speed of (1.1) in a neighborhood
of s0 in Ωχi?+. This fact holds for arbitrary ί 0 G5. On the other hand the
finiteness of the propagation speed in the interior of Ωxi? + is already known.
Thus the finiteness of the propagation speed of (1.1) is proved. And by taking
account of Proposition 2.17 we see that the propagation speed of (1.1) is

ajorated by frmax=supγl+v A r2~
1-.maj<

Put

C(x0, yOy t0) = {(x, y9t); Ix—x0\ + \y—y01 <vmax(t—ΐ0)} .

then for φ , y, t)^6%H\α))^e){H\α))r\ε){L\α)) a sloution of (1.1), if

/(*, y, t) = 0 in C(x09 JΌ, U) ΓΊ (ΩX (0, oo))

g(x, y,t) = 0 in C(*o, y0, t0) Π (Sx (0, oo))

uo(xy y) = i φ , y) = 0 in C(Λ?0, y0, t0) Π (Ωx {ί=0}),

then M(*, y, ί)=0 in C(Λ?0, %, ί0) Π (Ωx (0, oo)).
Remark that when the given data {uOy u19 /, g} satisfy the compatibility

condition for (1.1) of order m, {uo> uiy /, g} satisfy the compatibility condition
or order m for (2.4) by changing the values in {yr; \y'\ >δ}.

Let d be a positive constant such that any s0 e 5, if a solution u(x',yf, t) satisfy
(3.2)in#2

+x(0, T),u(x, y, t) satisfy (1.1) in (SlΠ{(x,y); \(x,y)-so\<d})x(O9T).
Set Ω r f= [} Ux, y); (x, y)^Ωand \(x, y)—so\ <rf}. Define u(x,y, t) for (#,3;, t)

such that C(x, y, t) Π {t=0}cz Ωd by u(x, yf t)—ϊί(x\ y\ t), and for (x, y, t) such
that C(xy y, t)Γ\(Sx(0, T))=φ u(xy y, t) equals the solution of the Cauchy
problem Lu=fy u(x, y, 0)=uo(x, y) and u'(x, y, 0) = u^x, y). We see that, by
taking account of the above remarks, by this definition u(x, y, t) is well defined

and satisfies (1.1) for ^
max

If the given data satisfy the compatibility condition of order m+2, it follows
that u(x, y, *)<Ξ#w+2(Ωx(0, t0)) from Theorem 2.14. Then we have

Proposition 3.1. When the data {w0, u19 f9 g} satisfy the compatibility con-
dition of order m+3, there exists a solution u(x, y, t) in £Ϊ(#W + 1(Ω)) Π 6){Hm{£l))
n -nc?r+1(£2(Ω)) of (i.i) for ίG[o, Q.

By applying this proposition step by step we see for any T, when the given

data satisfy the compatibility condition of order 3M— + 1 ) + ^ , there exists
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a solution of (1.1) in ε°t(Hm+2(Ω)) Π ε)(Hm+1(a))Π - f)S7+2(L2(Cl)) for
ίe[0, T], This proves our Theorem 1.

Appendix

Consider a mixed problem

' \Ju=f(x,y9t) in R2

+x(0y T)

Bu = (-®-+b—)u(xyyy t)\x==0 = g(yy ΐ)
V dx dy/

u(xy yy 0) = uo(xy y)

where b is a positive constant.

Theorem A. (A.I) has a propagation speed \ / l + ό 2 .

This theorem shows that when έφO, (A.I) has a propagation speed larger
than Cauchy problem since that of Cauchy problem is 1.

Let us denote by Em(\J, B) the set of data Ψ=(uoy u1J,g)^Hm+2(R%)X
Hm+1(R%)χHm+1(Rlχ(0, T))xHm+\Rχ(0y T)) satisfying the compatibility
condition of order m for • and B, for which we equip the following norm

= \\UO(X,

Theorem 2.14 shows that the mapping from Em(Π,B) to Hm(R%x(0, T))
defined by

Ψ -» u(x, yy t) the solution of (A.I)

is continuous. Therefore for any fixed point (x0, y09 t0), the mapping from
E2([JyB) to C defined by

Ψ -> u(xoy yoy t0)

also continuous, namely for any ψ=(uoy ulyfy g)^E2(\Z\y B) it holds

(A.2) IΦo,%>*o)l

where C does not depend on (#0, yoy t0).
Assume that the maximam propagation speed of (A.I) is voy and set

Co(*o, y0, t0) = {(x, y,t); \χ—χo\ + \y-y01 <vo(to—t)}.

Remark that u(xoy yQy t0) is invariant with any change of values of data in the
outside of Co(xoy yoy t0).
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Put

un(Xy y, t) = exp {n(-bx+\/ΐ+b2 t-y)}

Uno(x> y) = un{xy yy O)h(ny)

Um(x, y) = u'n(x, y, O)h(ny)

fn(x, y, t) = k(nt)\J{un(x, y, t)h(ny)}

gn(y, t) = Bun(xy yy t)h(ny)k(nt)\x=0

where h(y) is a C°°-function such that h(y)=O for j < 0 , h(y)=l for y^\ and
k(t) is a C°°-function such that k(t)=ί for ί < l , ft(ί)=0 for *>2. Evidently

Ψn=Ko, ««, Λ, ^ ) e Π ^ ί Π , β) and
m=>l

(A.3) |Ψ r t | 2 <const« 4 .

Let us denote by un(xy y> t) the solution of (A.I) for the data Ψrt, then by
taking account of the definition of v0 we have

(A.4) un(xy y, t) = un(x, y, t) in l(x, y,t);x>0, y-vot>— and t>θ\.

since Πun(x> y, t)=0 in R%χ [0, oo), 5^(0, y, t)=0 in i?X [0, oo) and uno(x, y)

=un{x, yy 0), um(x9 y)=K{x, yy 0), fn(x, yy ί)=0, ^ Λ ( j , ί )= 0 hold if j>>—.
n

Now we prove Theorem A. Assume that ^ 0 < v / l + i 2 Take a point
such ( j 0 , ί0) that to>Oy yo—voto>0 and % — N / T + P * O < 0 . From (A.4) we have

(A.5) un(0y yoy ΐ0) = exp {n(VW& to-yo)}

for sufficiently large n. On the other hand from (A.2) and (A.3) it holds

(A.6) \un(0yy0yt0)\<constn>.

Then (A.5) and (A.6) shows that

exp {n(^T+T2 to—yo)} <const nA

holds for any sufficiently large ny this is a contradiction since \ / l + b2 to—yo>0.
Thus we have

vo>\/l+b2

By combining the just obtained result and Proposition 2.17, Theorem A is
proved.

OSAKA UNIVERSITY
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